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¡ h(t) = differential arm strain signal
¡ Single time series data
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¡ Waveform of GW signals
¡ Continuous

¡ Compact Binary Coalescence

¡ Burst  (unpredictable w.f.)

¡ Stochastic
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¡ Waveform of GW signals
¡ Continuous

¡ Compact Binary Coalescence

¡ Burst  (unpredictable w.f.)

¡ Stochastic

vs noises

Line noise Transient noise

Scattered light  noise broadband noise
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Transient noise

¡ Amplitude
Line noise

Scattered light  noise broadband noise
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Transient noise

¡ RMS (Root Mean Square)

Line noise

Scattered light  noise broadband noise
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¡ Same RMS (~0.2), but they look different
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Waveform 1

Waveform 2



¡ Double sided PSD (-Infinity < f < Infinity)

¡ Single sided PSD (0 <= f < Infinity)
[xunit

2 / Hz]

¡ Linearized PSD:
[xunit/ sqrtHz]
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¡ Same RMS (~0.2), but they look different
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Waveform 1 Waveform 2

Frequency Domain



¡ Parseval’sTheorem for signal RMS and PSD

Root Mean of x(t): 
average signal power density (per sec)
(cf. variance, std deviation)

PSD Sx(f):
power density per frequency (per sec)
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¡ Same RMS (~0.2), but they look different
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Waveform 1: RMS~0.18 Waveform 2: RMS~0.18

Frequency Domain

à150Hzß
à150Hzß

Sqrt(0.0142 * 150)
=~0.17



Example
PSD [fm/sqrtHz] in log-log scale,

PSD [fm/sqrtHz] in log-lin scale
RMS [fm] ~ 50fm = 0.05pm Time series [pm]
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¡ Time domain vs frequency domain

Noise 
Reduction

¡ Time domain: transient noises
Frequency domain: stationary noises
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Transient noise *Line noise *

Scattered
light  noise *

Broadband
noise
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¡ Sensitivity (=noise level) of Advanced LIGO
¡ Current sensitivity

/  - 0
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¡ 3 elements of a GW detector
§Mechanics
§Optics
§Electronics
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¡ 3 elements of a GW detector
§Mechanics
§Optics
§Electronics
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¡ 3 fundamentals of the GW detector
¡ Mechanics -> Displacement noises
¡ Optics -> Optical noises
¡ Electronics -> Electrical noises

Optical Optical Displacement

Displacement

Electrical

Electrical
Electrical
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¡ Sensitivity (=noise level) of Advanced LIGO
¡ Design

Beyond the Second Generation of Laser-Interferometric Gravitational Wave Observatories3

advanced LIGO baseline design.
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Quantum noise
Seismic noise
Gravity Gradients
Suspension thermal noise
Coating Brownian noise
Coating Thermo−optic noise
Substrate Brownian noise
Excess Gas
Total noise
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Rough Estimate of Facility Limits 
Advanced LIGO: Quantum noise
Advanced LIGO: Total Noise 

Figure 2. LEFT: Noise budget of Advanced LIGO. This plot was produced using
the GWINC [24] and represents the Advanced LIGO broadband configuration
described in [23]. RIGHT: Illustrative examples of potential sensitivity limits
for Advanced LIGO upgrades. The upper boundary of the orange area is given
by seismic, gravity gradient and residual gas noise equal to the Advanced LIGO
baseline design and coating and suspension thermal noise being improved by a
factor 2 each. In contrast the lower boundary is calculated assuming a coating
noise improvement of a factor 4, a suspension thermal noise reduction of a factor
5, a gravity gradient subtraction of a factor 10 and a seismic noise level reduced
by a factor 100. Please note that quantum noise is not included in the orange
area.

In general, for each fundamental noise source there are several ways to further
reduce it and by that improve the sensitivity beyond the advanced LIGO target
sensitivity. These potential improvements vary extremely in terms of implementation
cost and required hardware effort.

• Quantum noise: There are ample ways to improve the quantum noise, at
least in a specific frequency region. Increasing the light power inside the
interferometer arms reduces the shot noise level, but at the same time increases
the radiation pressure noise. Signal recycling [33] allows to shape the quantum
noise contribution to optimise the overall detector response. The signal recycling
bandwidth and the signal recycling tuning (i.e. the frequency of maximum
sensitivity) can be adjusted by means of the reflecitivity and microscopic position
of the signal recycling mirror [34]. Moreover, the injection of squeezed light
states [36] allows us to further manipulate the quantum noise level [35] (see
left plot of Figure 3). All of the techniques mentioned so far require only
rather small hardware changes. Other more hardware intensive ways to further
reduce quantum noise include the application of heavier test masses, yielding
a reduced susceptibility to quantum radiation pressure noise, the injection of
frequency dependent squeezed light [37] and a multitude of other quantum-non-
demolition techniques, such as optical bar [38, 39, 40] and speed-meter [41]
configurations. Please note that the latter techniques might require a close-to-
complete reorganisation of the interferometer configuration inside the vacuum
facilities (see Figure 4). It is also worth mentioning that most of these techniques
are not mutually exclusive, but any GW detector beyond the second generation
is likely to employ a ’cocktail’ of the above mentioned techniques

• Coating Brownian noise: The techniques under consideration for the reduction
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¡ Noise coupling 
model

¡ Make the noise (dx) small
¡ Make the coupling (!) small

¡ It is simple... isn’t it?
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Noise Coupling GW channel

GW



¡ Noise source measurement 

¡ Use a sensor that is specifically sensitive to dx.
¡ This measurement itself is often difficult.
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Noise Sensor
Sensor 
Output



¡ Coupling measurement

¡ dH = ! dN.
¡ The system should be designed to allow the 

excitation. 
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Noise Coupling GW channel

Noise 
Excitation



¡ Noise budget
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Artificial Excitation

GW channel

Noise measurement



¡ Sensitivity (=noise level) of Advanced LIGO
¡ Noise budget
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L

dL
h = dL / L

¡ Mechanical displacement sensed 
by a laser interferometer

¡ The longer the arm length,
the smaller the strain noise
§ Seismic noise
§ Thermal noise
§ Newtonian Gravity noise
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¡ Seismic noise
§ Even when there is no noticeable earth quake…

http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/RevModPhys.86.121 (http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.5188)

Target
disp. noise
10-20m/rtHz
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¡ Vibration isolation ~ utilize a harmonic oscillator
§ A harmonic oscillator provides vibration isolation

above its resonant frequency
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¡ aLIGO vibration isolation
¡ Hydraulic active isolation /  Invacuum Active Isolation Platforms / 

Multiple PendulumClass. Quantum Grav. 29 (2012) 115005 L Carbone et al

Top Mass
6 BOSEMs main chain

6 BOSEMs reaction chain

Upper Intermediate Mass
4 BOSEMs reaction chain

Penultimate Mass
4 AOSEMs reaction chain

Seismic Isolation 
Platform

global
longitudinal 

control

Test Mass
Electrostatic Drive

< 0.1Hz

pitch & yaw 
control

digital control

101  - 102 Hz 
~ 10-4 N

DC - 103 Hz
~ 10-5 N

~ 10-1 N

local damping 
control

1 - 101 Hz
~ 10-3 N

interferometer measurements

Figure 1. The Advanced LIGO quadruple suspension systems: (left) 3D CAD representation of
the suspensions [4] and (right) location of sensors and actuators within the quadruple suspensions
for the top (red dots), upper-intermediate (green) and penultimate stages (blue). A sketch of the
control loop scheme with main frequency range of operation for each actuation stage and related
maximum actuation force range is also shown.

sensitivity by about an order of magnitude over almost all the sensitive band, for a best strain
sensitivity goal of about 3 × 10−24 Hz−1/2 around few hundred Hz, and an explorable region
of the universe thousand times larger.

Among the different core subsystems of the interferometer undergoing a major upgrade in
Advanced LIGO, a crucial role will be played by the combined effect of an enhanced seismic
isolation system [7] together with a novel multi-stage mirror suspension design [8]. This will
provide an improved isolation from seismic disturbances by at least three orders of magnitude
in the 1–10 Hz region. The reduced residual motion of the test masses—approximately
10−19 m Hz−1/2 at 10 Hz—will extend the useful window for detection of gravitational
wave signals from the original ∼40 Hz down to 10 Hz, making background Newtonian noise
and Brownian noise of the last stage of the mirror suspensions the ultimate noise sources at
low frequencies [9].

A picture of the quadruple pendulum suspension system, which is used for the isolation
of the arm cavities test masses, is shown in figure 1 (left). Here, the key elements are the
three stages of cantilever spring blades, which form the upper-half of the suspension chain and
which provide enhanced vertical-motion seismic isolation, and the 40 kg fused silica test mass,
monolithically suspended from the ‘twin’ penultimate mass by means of silicate-bonded fused
silica fibres, for a ultra-low suspension thermal noise. The four-stage pendulum hangs from
the ‘support structure’, which connects it to the seismic isolation platform and which is used to
host the sensors and actuators used for the damping of the suspension resonances. Alongside
the main suspension chain, ‘reaction masses’ are independently suspended in parallel to the
main chain and provide a seismically quiet platform for mounting the sensors and the actuators
that, in combination with the ones acting from the support structure, allow for control of the
arm lengths of the interferometer.
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initial LIGO
Virgo
Adv LIGO
TAMA SAS
KAGRA
GEO600
Einstein Telescope

Identify the 5 biggest differences...

Ground to
mirror

“transfer functions”

http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/RevModPhys.86.121 (http://arxiv.org/abs/1305.5188)
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¡ Thermal noise: 
¡ System in thermal equilibrium

§ the system can dissipate its energy to the heat bath
§ the system is thermally excited by thermal fluctuation

§ The level of thermal excitation can be evaluated using the
energy dissipation of the system (e.g. friction, resistance)
“Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem”
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¡ Equipartition Theorem
In thermal equilibrium, each d.o.f. has the energy of

33

Johnson noise



¡ Mechanical resonance
¡ Quality factor Q

¡ High Q  
=> most of the kBT/2 energy
contained in the resonant freq

=> Lower thermal motion
at off-resonance
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High Q

Low Q



¡ Mirror substrate thermal noise
§ Brownian motion

Mechanical loss associated 
with the internal friction
óThermally excited body modes
Optical coating (higher mech. loss)
will be limiting noise source in aLIGO

§ Thermo elastic noise
Elastic strain & thermal expansion coefficient
=> cause heat distribution & flow in the substrate
óTemperature fluctuation causes mirror displacement

§ Thermo-refractive noise
óTemp. fluctuation causes fluctuation of refractive index 35

We don’t need to 
know Z(w)!



¡ Suspension thermal noise
§ Brownian motion

Mechanical loss of the suspension fiber
óThermally excited pendulum modes

§ Thermo elastic noise
Elastic strain of the fiber & thermal expansion coefficient
=> cause heat distribution & flow in the fiber
óTemperature fluctuation causes mirror motion

36

We don’t need to 
know Z(w)!

<- Monolithic suspension
for high pendulum Q



¡ Newtonian Gravity noise
§ Mass density fluctuations around the test masses

=> test mass motion via gravitational coupling
§ Dominant source of Newtonian noise

= Seismic surface wave

§ Mitigation
1) Going to quiet place (underground)
2) Feedforward subtraction
3) Passive reduction by shaping

local topography

Subtraction of Newtonian noise using optimized sensor arrays

Jennifer C. Driggers, Jan Harms, and Rana X. Adhikari
LIGO Laboratory, Division of Physics, Math, and Astronomy, California Institute of Technology,

1200 East California Boulevard, MC 100-36, Pasadena, California 91125, USA
(Received 27 July 2012; published 1 November 2012)

Fluctuations in the local Newtonian gravitational field present a limit to high precision measurements,

including searches for gravitational waves using laser interferometers. In this work, we present a model of

this perturbing gravitational field and evaluate schemes to mitigate the effect by estimating and subtracting

it from the interferometer data stream. Information about the Newtonian noise is obtained from simulated

seismic data. The method is tested on causal as well as acausal implementations of noise subtraction. In

both cases it is demonstrated that broadband mitigation factors close to 10 can be achieved removing

Newtonian noise as a dominant noise contribution. The resulting improvement in the detector sensitivity

will substantially enhance the detection rate of gravitational radiation from cosmological sources.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.102001 PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn, 95.55.Ym, 07.60.Ly, 42.62.Eh

I. INTRODUCTION

Gravitational waves (GW) from astrophysical sources
have the promise of revealing a rich new vision of the
Universe [1]. In the past decade, several kilometer sized
terrestrial detectors of gravitational waves (such as
TAMA300 [2], GEO600 [3], Virgo [4], and the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO)
[5]), have come online and made searches for signals in
the 50–10000 Hz band. The reach of these ground-based
detectors at low frequencies is limited by seismic and
gravitational perturbations on the Earth. A set of space
missions (LISA [6], DECIGO [7]) are being pursued to
search for signals in the 10!4–1 Hz band.

Themultistagevibration isolation systems [8,9] developed
for GWdetectors should, in principle, be capable of reducing
the direct influence of the ambient seismic noise to below the
quantum and thermodynamic limits of the interferometers.
Unfortunately, there is no knownway to shield the detectors’
testmasses fromfluctuating gravitational forces.As shown in
Fig. 1, our calculations estimate that the fluctuations in the
local Newtonian gravitational field will be the dominant
source of the mirror’s positional fluctuations near 10 Hz.
This noise source has been referred to as gravity gradient
noise or Newtonian noise (NN) in previous literature.

Early estimates of NN by Weiss [10], Saulson [11], and
Hughes and Thorne [12] have made increasingly better
estimates of the seismic environment and thereby, the
Newtonian noise. In this work, we update estimates of
Newtonian noise as well as describing a means to subtract
its influence from the data stream.

II. NEWTONIAN NOISE BUDGET
FOR THE LIGO SITES

In 2011, several measurements were carried out at the
LIGO sites to define a Newtonian noise budget [13].
Accelerometers were used to monitor vibrations on water
pipes, near exhaust fans, on top of the buildings and on the

walls. Sound spectra were measured with microphones
inside and outside of the LIGO buildings. The resulting
NN estimates for each of these sources are summarized in
Fig. 2. In addition, the plot contains a representative noise
model for potential upgrades to the advanced detectors
such as Advanced LIGO and Advanced VIRGO, which
we refer to as third generation ground-based detectors [14].
Future detectors built at new sites, such as the proposed
Einstein Telescope, we call fourth generation detectors
[15]. More specifically, the strain noise model (excluding
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FIG. 1 (color online). Strain noise spectral density of a second
generation terrestrial detector—Advanced LIGO (black, bold
line). The sensitivity of the first generation Initial LIGO (pink,
dashed line) is shown for comparison. TheNewtonian noise (green
downward-pointing triangles) is dominating the Advanced LIGO
sensitivity near 10 Hz. Other traces shown are other, nongravita-
tional, limits to the sensitivity: direct seismic vibrations (brown
circles), quantum radiation pressure and shot noise (purple dia-
monds),mirror thermal noise (red squares), andmirror suspension
thermal noise (blue upward-pointing triangles).
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¡ Noises that contaminate the readout signal
§ Quantum noises (shot noise, radiation pressure noise)
§ Laser technical noises (frequency/intensity noise)
§ Modulation noises
§ Scattered light noise

Optical Optical

39



¡ Quantum noises: Shot noise
§ Noise due to photon counting statistics

§ N detected photon => standard deviation √N

§ Increasing the incident power Pin,
=> The shot noise is increased by √Pin

=> The signal amplitude is increased by Pin

§ In total, the signal-to-noise ratio is improved by

SNR /
p
Pin
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¡ Quantum noises ~ Radiation pressure noise
§ Photon number fluctuation in the arm cavity

=> Fluctuation of the back action force

§ Quantum noise of the input laser
=> Common noise for two arms
=> cancelled and does not appear in the signal

§ Vacuum fluctuation injected 
from the dark port
=> Differentially power fluctuation
=> Cause the noise in the GW signal

�P =
p

2h⌫P̄

f

backaction

=
2�P

c
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f
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M!
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¡ Quantum noises
§ Standard Quantum Limit (SQL)
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¡ Laser frequency noise
§ Laser wavelength (λ = c / ν)

= reference for the displacement measurement
§ Optical phase ! = 2 pi ν L / c

d! = 2 pi / c (L dν + ν dL)  <= indistinguishable

§ dL/L target 10-24

=>  dν = 10-24 x 300 THz (1064nmYAG laser)
= 3 x 10-10 Hz/rtHz

dL

L
=

d⌫

⌫
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have made such e↵ort to isolate the test masses from external disturbances the average
arm length proves to be a much better reference at audio frequencies (above 20 Hz).
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Free Running Laser
Requirement at input to interferometer

Figure 5-5: The spectral density of the free running frequency noise of the MOPA is
compared to the SRD/10 requirement based upon an arm cavity reflectivity di↵erence
of 0.5%.

From Chapter 4, we have the coupling of frequency noise into the strain output.
Figure 5-5 shows that the laser frequency noise must be suppressed by a factor of 108

to bring it to 1/10th of the strain sensitivity goal. There is more to the problem than
just gain, however. As the laser is further quieted, each following reference to which
the frequency is servoed must be more quiet than the last.

To achieve the required suppression, multiple, hierarchical servos are used. Before
the light is injected into the vacuum, the large, raw laser fluctuations are actively and
passively suppressed (see Section G.4). Laser noise above 1 MHz is filtered out by
passing through a medium finesse ring cavity called the pre-mode cleaner. By locking
the laser frequency to a short (⇡ 20cm), rigid reference cavity with a ⇠100 kHz servo
loop the laser frequency noise is stabilized by a factor of ⇠1000.

This pre-stabilized light is then locked to a much quieter, suspended, 12 m cavity
called the Mode Cleaner, described in Appendix C. Finally, the light transmitted
through the Mode Cleaner is locked to the average length of the 4 km arm cavities.

Ignoring for the moment the internal workings of the mode cleaner and the laser
we can focus on the mechanics of the common mode servo. The di�culty is that
although the laser wavelength is already tightly locked to the mode cleaner length,
it is necessary to adjust the wavelength to match the common mode arm length and
yet keep the light resonating in all the cavities simultaneously.

80

¡ Laser frequency noise
§ Target: dνeff = 3 x 10-10 Hz/rtHz
§ Laser stability 

dν = 10~100 Hz/rtHz @100Hz

Reference
cavity

Laser

Input 
mode cleaner

 cavity
Main interferometer arm

3-stage cascaded
laser frequency stabilization

iLIGO

Michelson’s differential sensitivity provides
Frequency noise cancellation of 1/100~1/1000
“Common Mode Rejection”
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¡ Laser intensity noise
§ Relative Intensity Noise (RIN): dP/P
§ Sensor output V = P x

=> dV = P dx + x dP <= indistinguishable

§ Requirement: RIN = 10-9 1/√Hz
xofs=10e-12 (DC Readout)
=> dx=1e-20 m/√Hz

dx

x

o↵set

=
dP

P
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¡ Laser intensity noise ~ intensity stabiliaztion
§ Requirement: RIN = 10-9 1/√Hz
§ 2-stage cascaded intensity stabilization control
§ Challenge: requires 300mA of photodetection

Shot noise limited RIN

§ In-vacuum 8-branch
Photodiode array

P. Kwee et al, 
Optics Express 20 10617-10634 (2012)

i
shot

i
DC
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p
2ei

DC

i
DC
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p

2e/i
DC
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¡ Scattered light noise
§ Scattered light recouples to the interferometer beam

with an arbitrary phase 
=> causes amplitude and phase fluctuation

§ Two effects:
1. Small motion regime: linear coupling of the phase fluctuation 
2. Large motion regime: low freq large motion of the scattering object 
=> upconversion via fringe wrapping

§ Mitigation
▪ Reduce scattered light
▪ Vibration isolation 

of the scattering object

!

main
beam

scattered
light

main
beam
+

scattered
light

!'
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¡ Low noise amplification at the beginning
¡ Give necessary gain as early as possible
¡ Don’t attenuate (and amplify again)

Gain G1 Gain G2

input noise: v1 input noise: v2

output noise: v1 G1

output noise Vout:
Sqrt[(v1 G1 G2)2+(V2 G2) 2]

Input equivalent noise 
Vout / (G1 G2) 
= Sqrt[v12+(v2/G1) 2]

Signal

¡ Lessons
§ The input referred noise is determined by v1 
§ It won’t become better by the later stages
§ If G1 is big enough, we can ignore the noise of later stages
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¡ Analog signals (~+/-10V) -> Digital signal
§ Digitized to a discrete N bit integer number

§ Quantization causes a white noise
e.g. +/-10V 16bit => Δ = 0.3mV => Vn ~ 100 μV/sqrtHz
cf. Input noise of a typical analog circuit 10nV/sqrtHz

http://www.analog.com/static/imported-files/tutorials/MT-229.pdf
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Quantization Noise: An Expanded 
Derivation of the Equation,  
SNR = 6.02 N + 1.76 dB 
by Ching Man,  
Analog Devices, Inc. 
 

IN THIS MINI TUTORIAL 
The steps are shown for how the equation, signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) = 6.02 N + 1.76 dB is derived. The mathematical 
derivation steps are highlighted. 

INTRODUCTION  
This tutorial describes three distinct stages for the derivation 
process.  

1. The ideal analog-to-digital converter (ADC) transfer 
function equation and manipulation.  

2. The root mean square (rms) derivation from integration.  

3. The SNR equation derivation for obtaining the  
SNR = 6.02 N + 1.76 dB value. 

This mathematical tutorial expands and enhances the 
derivation version presented in MT-001. 

IDEAL ADC TRANSFER FUNCTION EQUATION AND 
MANIPULATION 
The ideal ADC transfer function is shown in Figure 1(A). The 
digital (binary) output values are represented by the y-axis,  
and the analog inputs are represented by the x-axis. The 
diagonal staircase represents the quantized value of the analog 
input signal. The dashed line through the staircase represents 
their mid-points. 

Figure 1(B) represents the quantization noise of an ideal N-bit 
ADC for a ramp input signal. The quantization error of 1 LSB 
peak-to-peak can be approximated by an uncorrelated saw 
tooth waveform having a maximum peak-to-peak swing of q, 
from q/2 to –q/2. Note that t1 and t2 are points in time and  
are used at a later stage in the derivation. This signal is the 
difference between the quantized output signal (solid) and the 
analog input signal (dashed) shown in Figure 1(A).  

 
Figure 1. Ideal ADC Transfer Function (A) and Ideal N-Bit ADC Quantized Noise (B) 
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¡ Whitening
§ Amplify a signal in the freq band where the signal is weak

¡ Dewhitening
§ Amplify a signal in the freq band where the signal is weak

Signal
PSD

Frequency

Signal
PSD

Frequency

Quantization noise

Whitened signalWhitened signal

raw signal

Signal
PSD

Frequency

Signal
PSD

Frequency

Quantization noise

DAC Output signal

Dewhitened
signal
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¡ Photodiodes
§ PIN photodiodes 

(InGaAs for near IR, Si for visible)
▪ Good linearity
▪ Low noise
▪ High Quantum Efficiency (>90%)

InGaAs Quadrant PD
(!3mm)

InGaAs PD (!1mm)

P-layer

I-layer

N-layer

Anode

Cathode
“Photodiode Amplifiers”, J. Graeme (McGrawHill 1995)

Photocurrent
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input referred noise current

¡ Noise in photodiodes
§ Photodiode equivalent circuit
▪ Shunt Capacitance RD (~100MΩ) Usually not a problem
▪ Junction Capacitance CD  (1pF~1nF)
▪ Series Resistance RS (1Ω~100Ω)

The diode aperture size needs to be ~mm => Cd tends to be big. 
2mm InGaAs PD: Rs~10Ω, Cd~100pF
=> i_Rs = 20 pA/sqrtHz @100MHz 
(equivalent to the shot noise of 1mA light ~ 1.3mW@1064nm)

iRs ⇠ !Cd

p
4kBTRs
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¡ Summary
§ There are such large number of noises
§ They are quite omnidisciplinary
§ Only one untamed noise can ruin GW detection

§ GW detection will be achieved by
▪ Careful design / knowledge / experience
▪ Logical, but inspirational trouble shooting

§ Noise “hunting”
▪ Systematic approach: noise budget
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